In three experiments, students completed sets of three pairwise choices in each of several domains. The first two pairs in each set were contextual pairs, and the third was the target pair. Context was manipulated by widening the range of values on one dimension and narrowing it on the second dimension. Consistent with previous research, participants on target trials more often chose the alternative whose poorer value was on the widened dimension. Four models explained this effect as (a) decreased weighting of the wide dimension, (b) contextual shift in values, (c) a tendency to equalize responses, or (d) a tendency to add value based on dominance relationships. Path models provided evidence against weight change and response equalization, and manipulation of dominance did not reduce the effect. Results supported the value-shift explanation of trade-off contrast.
When choosing between multiattribute alternatives, one is faced with the problem of having to make trade-offs between values on different attributes. For example, imagine a choice between two cars that differ primarily on the dimensions of gas mileage and safety features. Would you choose the car that gets high gas mileage but has few safety features or the one that gets low gas mileage but has many safety features? Ultimately the choice depends on whether the increase in gas mileage is worth the decrease in safety: a trade-off.
How are such trade-offs resolved? One approach to the problem is given by multiattribute utility theory, in which preference values are assigned to each level on a dimension and importance weights are assigned to the different dimensions (Von Winterfeldt & Edwards, 1986) . The overall utility of an alternative is determined by combining weights and values, typically using a weighted additive model:
( 1) where Vy is the preference value of alternative i on attribute/ Wj is the weight assigned to that attribute, and m indexes the set of relevant attributes. The choice rule is then to select the alternative with the highest overall attractiveness or utility, a difference operation. If one considers a dimensionwise processor of information in a pairwise choice situation, the weighted additive model can give rise to the weighted difference model. When Equation 1 is rearranged, the difference in utilities for two alternatives can be expressed as This research was conducted under National Science Foundation Grant SBR-9319520.1 would like to thank Mary Fleming for her help in carrying out these experiments.
Correspondence concerning this article should be addressed to Douglas H. Wedell, Department of Psychology, University of South Carolina, Columbia, South Carolina 29208. Electronic mail may be sent via Internet to wedell@sc.edu. the sum of the weighted differences in attribute values: (2) The representation of the choice process described by the weighted difference model of Equation 2 suggests two psychological processes involved in resolving trade-offs. The first is the determination of the relative weight given to each attribute dimension. The second is the valuation process whereby an attribute value is translated to a preference, utility, or attractiveness value. To return to the car example, a choice of the car with high gas mileage may reflect (a) relatively greater weight given to the dimension of gas mileage, (b) a greater difference in preference values on the gas mileage dimension than on the safety features dimension, or (c) some combination of the two. Note that the weighted additive and weighted difference models of Equations 1 and 2 are formally equivalent, but there may be important differences between the processes implied by each. First, the search process implied by the additive model is alternativewise but that implied by the difference model is dimensionwise. Second, Tversky (1969) has pointed out how differences may be subjected to a nonlinear transformation, such as a step function representing just noticeable differences. When any nonlinear function is applied to the differences in Equation 2, the two equations are no longer equivalent. For present purposes, however, the key observation is that the resolution of trade-offs in both models depends on how weights and values are determined.
The present set of experiments investigated how the recent context may be used to determine the weights and values used in resolving trade-offs. Context hi this research is defined as the set of recently encountered alternatives within the relevant domain. Simonson and Tversky (1992) found that exposure to just a few pairs of contextual alternatives could significantly alter choices on a target pair. They referred to this phenomenon as trade-off contrast, and their later analysis modeled this effect in terms of the relative weighting of dimensions being determined by a contrast 49 WEDELL between current alternative values and previously encountered values from the contextual set . Thus, the weight given to a specific difference on a dimension is greater when the range of previously encountered values on that dimension is small rather than large. This type of explanation falls into a class of context-effects models referred to as weight-change models (Wedell, 1991) .
A second class of models that can explain context effects in choice locates these effects within the valuation process, and thus these have been referred to as value-shift models (Wedell, 1991) . These models assert that rather than the WjS of Equations 1 and 2 changing with context, it is the subjective values assigned to the dimensional information, v,ys, that change. The idea that value is dependent on context is consistent with a large literature describing the contextual dependence of value judgments (for partial reviews see Parducci, 1983; Wedell, 1994) . The best evidence that trade-off contrast may be due to a shift in values rather than in weights is from a series of experiments reported by Mellers and Cooke (1994) . However, their experiments used a single-stimulus judgment task with a large number of contextual trials, and so it is not clear that their results generalize to the effects that a relatively few contextual trials have on pairwise choice.
The design of the present set of experiments was conducted to more clearly distinguish the processes behind trade-off contrast in choice. There are several reasons to be concerned with whether context affects weights, values, or neither of these. First, one of the most common types of additive models is the weighted averaging model, in which weights sum to 1.0 (Anderson, 1981) . For such models, increasing the weight on one dimension leads to decreases in the relative weights of the other dimensions. Thus, if context increases the weight of a targeted dimension, it will result in any additional dimensions receiving relatively less weight. This relationship is not predicted by a scale-change explanation, and, indeed, it formed the basis for Mellers and Cooke's (1994) conclusion that scale values rather than weights changed in the judgment task situation. Second, if context affects valuation, then these effects would extend to other tasks that might use different weighting schemes, such as similarity tasks. Third, it may be the case that weights and scale values are not affected but rather that the trade-off contrast effect is due to other psychological processes. In this research I raise two such possibilities: a responseequalization process and a dominance-valuing process. Both processes are plausible and have been demonstrated to produce similar types of context effects in other choice and judgment tasks (Wedell, 1991 (Wedell, , 1995 . Finally, determining which of multiple cognitive processes produce contextdependent choice may improve predictions in applied settings and increase our theoretical understanding of the processes underlying choice.
The primary method used in all three experiments was to develop and test path models corresponding to different process models of trade-off contrast. The use of path modeling allowed for distinguishing between different models on the basis of the patterns of correlations among independent and dependent variables predicted by the different process models. In addition, Experiment 2 attempted to differentiate between models using process-tracing measures, and Experiment 3 included manipulations of the contextual set designed to distinguish between alternative accounts of trade-off contrast. Before examining the experimental manipulations and results, I first describe trade-off contrast in more detail and discuss how it might result from four different types of processes.
Conditions Producing Trade-Off Contrast Figure 1 illustrates conditions that produce trade-off contrast in pairwise choice. The three successive graphs at the top of the figure correspond to three consecutive choice trials, with the first two trials representing contextual trials and the last representing the target trial. The rightmost graph describes the locations of the two target alternatives, A and B, in a two-dimensional (2-D) space. Alternative A has a relatively low value on Dimension 1 and a relatively high value on Dimension 2. Alternative B has the opposite dimensional structure. For convenience, the representation in Figure 1 assumes that the preference vector is projected at a 45° angle, reflecting equal weight given the two dimensions (i.e., wi = w 2 ). In this graphic illustration, alternatives lying on the same 90° projection from the preference vector are equally preferred and hence lie on the same equipreference contour. Because alternatives A and B lie on the same equipreference contour, they have equal overall utility according to the weighted additive model, and therefore on Trials 1 and 2 of the wide-narrow condition that favors alternative A. Relative to the target pair, the choice alternatives in these graphs have a wide range of variation along Dimension 1 and a narrow range of variation along Dimension 2. Note that the basic contextual manipulation is to present pairs in which the range of variation is widened on the dimension corresponding to the lower value of the targeted alternative. Because C 2 lies above the preference contour for C lf it is likely to be chosen over Q on these contextual trials. The basic trade-off contrast effect consists of a greater proportion choosing A over B in the widenarrow context illustrated in graphs at the top of Figure 1 than in the narrow-wide context that would favor B (illustrated in the bottom graphs of Figure 1 ). Various models of how prior exposure to contextual pairs alters choice proportions on the target set are discussed below.
Weight-Change Model
The weight-change model assumes that exposure to the contextual pairs alters the relative weighting or importance of the attribute dimensions. The model is graphically illustrated in the top left of Figure 2 for the situation in which the contextual set favors alternative B. The slope of the preference vector corresponds to the relative weight of Dimension 2 (i.e., w 2 /Wi. When the range is extended on Dimension 2, the relative weight given to differences along Dimension 2 decreases, as illustrated by a decrease in the slope of the preference vector. Greater weighting of Dimension 1 favors alternative B and is illustrated by B lying on a higher preference contour than A.
1
Why should weight depend on context? There is strong evidence for the constructive nature of judgment and choice (Payne, Bettman, & Johnson, 1992) . One may argue that in many situations, importance weights are not well-defined Figure 2 . Four models of trade-off contrast. The values of contextual alternatives Ci and C 2 are shown to illustrate the different processes, but on a given target trial only A and B are present.
1 To see how weight must change with range extension, consider the following stimulus coordinates in a 2-D space: A -(4,6) and B -(6,4). For convenience, let us assume that each dimension is weighted equally (vvi = vv 2 = .5) and that utilities are identical to dimensional values. In the pairwise choice situation, the utility of A will then be equal to B, that is, .5(4.0) + .5(6.0) = .5(6.0) + .5(4.0) = 5.0. Given equal utilities, then choice probabilities will be p(A,B) = p(B,A) = .5. Empirically, exposure to a prior-choice pair that extends the range on Dimension 1 but not on Dimension 2, such as Ci = (2,6) and C 2 = (8,4), results in greater subsequent choice of A, that is, p(A,B) > p(B,A). If we assume that only weights change and values remain constant, then the favoring of A requires that Wi(4.0) + w 2 (6.0) > W](6.0) + w 2 (4.0), which will only occur when Wi < w 2 - Tversky and Simonson (1993) reached the same conclusion, but they linked change in weight to a comparison of the ratio of differences in dimensional values. They stated that in the 2-D situation, the weight of Dimension 1 will be greater than the weight of dimension 2 (i.e., pi > (3 2 in their notation) whenever the differences in attribute values of the contextual pair are greater on Dimension 2 than on Dimension 1, because these dimensional differences influence the perceived exchange rate. Thus, in the example described above, because the difference for background stimuli Ci and C 2 described along Dimension 1 (i.e., 8 -2 = 6) is greater than along Dimension 2 (6 -4 = 2), the weight of Dimension 2 increases relative to Dimension 1 (i.e., pi < p 2 )> and A is favored. but must be constructed on line. Exposure to contextual stimuli then serves as one basis for determining weight. Simonson and Tversky (1992) reasoned that the contextual sets provide some cues concerning the current exchange rate between attribute dimensions. Thus, a wide range of values on one dimension accompanied by a narrow range of values on the other dimension would imply greater weight given to a unit difference on the narrow-range dimension.
Contrary to this prediction, several studies have provided evidence that weight increases with increase in range (Fischer, 1995; Goldstein, 1990; von Nitzsch & Weber, 1993) . In these studies the researchers have observed this relationship while using a variety of different methods (direct importance ratings, swing weights, regression weights, or weights inferred from value judgments). However, it should be noted that within the research cited above, the results have not always been consistent. For example, whereas some studies have found effects of range on direct importance ratings (Goldstein, 1990; von Nitzsch & Weber, 1993) , others have not (Fischer, 1995) . Although these studies have raised doubts about the weight-change hypothesis, it still remains a viable explanation because none of the studies has examined how weights might relate to trade-off contrast effects.
Value-Shift Model
Within the weighted additive framework, an alternative interpretation of trade-off contrast is that exposure to contextual pairs alters how dimensional information is valued rather than how each dimension is weighted. The value-shift model is illustrated in the top right of Figure 2 . The slope of the preference vector is unaffected by the contextual manipulation, but the subjective values assigned to the dimensional attributes of A and B are altered, with arrows indicating the direction in which the range extension on Dimension 2 would shift subjective values. Note that an alternative way to illustrate the value-shift model is to redraw the locations of all the alternatives along the affected dimension so that the differences in the dimensional values of A and B are reduced when the range for that dimension is widened.
The value-shift interpretation of trade-off contrast has been most fully tested by Mellers and Cooke (1994) , who used attractiveness ratings rather than pairwise choice. In their work, they modeled the effects of manipulating attribute range on dimensional valuation by using Parducci's (1974) range-frequency theory of judgment. According to the range-frequency model, the subjective value along a dimension reflects a compromise between range and frequency principles. Mellers and Cooke (1994) focused primarily on the range principle, which states that the subjective value of a stimulus reflects the proportion of the range lying below it. If one assumes that the attractiveness value of a stimulus i on a given dimension j is a linear increasing function of its physical value on that dimension, Xy, then the range value of the stimulus can be expressed as (3) where range,-is defined by the difference between maximum and minimum subjective values along that dimension, and Xminj is the minimum subjective value on dimension j.
Substituting the valuation expression given by Equation 3
into Equation 2 and then simplifying results in the following expression:
Equation 4 describes how increasing the range on one dimension will lead to a decrease in the difference of attractiveness values along that dimension. Mellers and Cooke (1994) showed that although both weight-change and value-shift models predicted the same preference ordering of alternatives, they differed in predictions of effects on marginal means in a factorial design. If judgments followed an averaging process, then increased weight on one dimension should result in decreased weights for the other dimensions and thus a reduction of the variability of the marginal means. The value-shift model predicted no effect on the marginal means corresponding to the other dimensions. Results supported the value-shift model over the weightchange model. Although Mellers and Cooke (1996) found similar contextual effects on choice, they acknowledged that their design did not distinguish whether these effects on choice were due to changes in weighting or in valuation. 
Response-Equalization Model
Although context could operate on weighting or valuation, it might also operate on response-selection mechanisms. Evidence for response equalization has long been noted in the literature on choice and judgment (Luce & Galanter, 1963) . For example, Parducci's (1965) original formulation of range-frequency theory described the frequency principle in terms of a response-equalization tendency. In testing models of contrast effects in paired comparisons, Wedell (1995) has provided evidence for a response-equalization process in addition to stimulus-based contrast processes. In those experiments, research participants judged which of two squares was larger. On each trial, one square was printed in red and the other in blue. The distribution of sizes differed for red and blue squares so that one set of squares comprised mostly larger sizes. In comparisons of similar-sized squares, the probability of being judged larger increased when the square was selected from the distribution of smaller squares. Evidence from three experiments supported a two-process model of these contrast effects, one based on stimulus comparisons and the other based on a response-equalization tendency.
Although the comparative judgment task described above differs from the typical choice task used in examining 2 It should be noted that in addition to the range-valuing model of Equation 4, the frequency principle of range-frequency theory (Parducci, 1983) can also account for the effect. The frequency principle states that the value of a stimulus depends on its rank. In the example shown in Figure 1 , the rank difference between A and B on Dimension 1, which favors B, is 5; the rank difference between A and B on Dimension 2, which favors A, is only 1. Hence, insofar as valuation depends on ranks, the differences in ranks for the narrow-wide context would favor B.
trade-off contrast in several ways, the response-equalization hypothesis represents a viable confound hypothesis explaining trade-off contrast. Furthermore, it predicts correlational patterns that can be tested using path analysis. For response equalization to produce the trade-off contrast effects, alternatives must be implicitly categorized into two groups, one that is high on Dimension 1 and low on Dimension 2, and the other that has the opposite dimensional structure. This type of categorization would be predicted from any of a number of similarity based models of categorization (e.g., Nosofsky, 1992) . Alternatives A and C\ are close in the 2-D space as are alternatives B and C 2 , but these two clusters of alternatives are quite far apart. Thus, if decision makers were implicitly categorizing alternatives based on similarity, these two categories would emerge.
The nature of the contextual manipulation is such that when the context favors B, the contextual alternative which is closest to A (i.e., Q) is most likely to be chosen on the contextual trials. This is illustrated in the bottom left of Figure 2 . Alternative Ci falls on a preference contour that is well above the contour for alternative C 2 , so it is likely to be selected. The selection of C\ is represented by a link to the response "chosen," and C 2 is linked with the response "not chosen." Because A is grouped with d and B is grouped with C 2 , the response-equalization principle implies that when the utilities of A and B are similar, the alternative linked with the response "not chosen" is more likely to be chosen. If response equalization contributes to the trade-off contrast effect, then the generality of the effect will depend on how decision makers respond to prior contextual stimuli.
Value-Added Model
A final model that should be considered is based on the idea that there may be important values that are not captured by weights or dimensional values. For example, one of these values is the justifiability of the choice. Support for the role of justifiability of choices was demonstrated by Simonson (1989) , who found larger context effects in ternary choice when participants anticipated having to justify their choices. More generally, several researchers have argued that people look for reasons to support their choices (Shafir, 1993; Shafir, Simonson, & Tversky, 1993; Simonson, 1989) . These reasons may go beyond the importance of dimensions or values of stimuli along the dimension. Wedell (1991) found evidence to support the hypothesis that context effects in binary choice were not produced solely by changes in values or weights associated with the extension of the range along one dimension but rather by the value added to an alternative because it asymmetrically dominated a decoy alternative.
3 Asymmetric dominance refers to the situation in which an alternative is dominated by one alternative but not another. The fact that one alternative dominates another may add to the value of the dominating alternative because it provides additional reasons for choosing that alternative. Wedell (1991) found that adding a decoy alternative that extended the range on one dimension but was symmetrically dominated by both alternatives did not produce a contextual effect. Because extension of the range with asymmetrically dominated alternatives did produce the effect, Wedell (1991) reasoned that asymmetric dominance rather than range extension was key to producing the context effect. More recently, Wedell and Pettibone (1996) have provided judgment data that directly implicates both valueshift and value-added processes as contributing to the effects of an asymmetrically dominated decoy.
The bottom right of Figure 2 illustrates how the valueadded model might operate in the present task situation. In this case, dominance of an alternative is assumed to add to that alternative's value, and being dominated by an alternative is assumed to detract from that alternative's value. The shaded regions represent alternatives that are dominated by B or by C\. As can be seen, B dominates one contextual alternative, C 2 , and A is dominated by one contextual alternative, C t . The attractiveness of A should then decrease, because there is an alternative from a previous choice pair that clearly dominates it. The attractiveness of B should be enhanced, because there is an alternative from a previous choice pair that it clearly dominates.
The trade-off contrast effect is very similar to the decoy effects observed in trinary choice with asymmetrically dominated decoys. Indeed, Simonson and Tversky (1992) linked these two effects, suggesting a common mechanism underlying the effects of local and global contextual manipulations. Because dominance valuing has been demonstrated to be a viable explanation of local context effects in the decoy situation (Wedell, 1991; Wedell & Pettibone, 1996) , it is important to test whether this type of process might extend to the global context effects demonstrated in trade-off contrast.
Experiment 1: A Path Analysis of Trade-Off Contrast
The four models described above provide plausible interpretations of the trade-off contrast effect in choice. One way to distinguish among them is to examine whether the models make differential predictions for correlations between potential mediating variables. Structural equation or path modeling provides a powerful tool for determining whether patterns of observed correlations fit or do not fit theoretical predictions (for an overview see McArdle, 1996) . In path modeling, theoretical relationships are represented as causal paths among relevant variables, and these paths are used to generate a predicted correlation matrix for the relevant variables. Model testing consists of determining which model or models best fit the observed correlation pattern. Typically, path modeling consists of two phases: an initial exploratory phase in which the path model is developed and refined, followed by a confirmatory stage in which the model is cross-validated on new data. The path models developed and tested in Experiments 1-3 are based on the four theoretical models described above.
First consider the weight-change model. To test this model, one must obtain a measure of the relative weight of the dimensions begin compared. In the present studies, this was achieved by having participants make judgments of the relative importance of the two dimensions. The top of Figure  3 illustrates the causal relationships between the manipula- tion of context and measures of weight and choice on the target trial as described by the weight-change model. The model assumes a mediating relationship: When the context favors B, the weight assigned the attribute favoring B should increase and lead to a higher probability of choosing B on the target trial. The strongest evidence supporting the weight-change model would be if both of the positive path coefficients shown were significant and the direct path between context and target choice was nonsignificant. A failure to find a positive relationship between weight and choice on the target trial would suggest that the measure of weight was not valid and would thus call into question the results of the path analysis.
The middle portion of Figure 3 illustrates predicted paths generated from the response-equalization model. When the context favors B, one is less likely to choose C 2 (which is similar to B) on Contextual Trials 1 and 2, because C 2 is designed to be inferior to Q (see Figure 1 ). Thus, there should be negative path coefficients between context and choice on the first two trials. Response equalization assumes that the tendency to choose C 2 on contextual trials would lead to the tendency not to choose B on the target trial, which is represented by paths with negative coefficients between context trial choices and target trial choices. The mediating effect of response equalization is thus represented by the product of the paths between the contextual manipulation, choices on contextual trials, and choice on the target trial.
The strongest evidence supporting the response-equalization model would be if the four paths shown in the middle of Figure 3 were significant and negative, with the direct path between context and target choice being nonsignificant.
The value-shift and value-added models do not have manifest variables that are easily measured and used in the path analysis. Thus, these models are supported to the extent that a direct path between the contextual condition and target choice is observed and the mediating paths by means of weight or responses on contextual trials are not significant. This situation is illustrated at the bottom of Figure 3 . The pattern shown in Figure 3 assumes that context affects choices on contextual trials, but these choices do not affect choice on the target trial. It also assumes that weight affects choice on the target trial but that weight is not related to context.
The path modeling of Experiment 1 is primarily exploratory in nature. The path models tested were constructed on the basis of the paths described in Figure 3 , but with paths added or subtracted to better fit the data. The path model developed in Experiment 1 was then cross-validated in Experiments 2 and 3 to determine whether the model correctly predicted correlation patterns in these replications.
Method
Participants and design. Participants were 159 students from the University of South Carolina who received class credit for participating. The major independent variable, context, was manipulated between subjects at two levels (context favors A or B). Choice domain was manipulated within subjects and was used to create 10 replicates of the contextual manipulation. Dependent variables were (a) choices on each of two contextual trials, (b) choice on the target trial, and (c) rating of the relative importance of the attributes within each choice domain.
Stimulus sets. Participants were exposed to 16 stimulus sets, 6 of which were filler sets.
4 Each set consisted of three choice pairs. The first two choice pairs were contextual pairs and the third was the target pair. Each choice pair described values of two alternatives along two attribute dimensions. Contextual and target pairs followed the design illustrated in Figure 1 . Target A had a less attractive value than target B on Dimension 1 and a more attractive value than target B on Dimension 2. When the context favored A, the contextual pairs consisted of one alternative with a less attractive value than A on Dimension 1 and an intermediate value on Dimension 2 and a second alternative with a more attractive value than alternative B on Dimension 1 and an intermediate value on Dimension 2 (see top of Figure 1 ). This manipulation extended the range of variation on Dimension 1 relative to the target pair. When the context favored B, the values of contextual alternatives were manipulated in the opposite fashion (see bottom of Figure 1 ). The 10 choice domains included choices between apartments, computers, cars, restaurants, airline tickets, boats, mechanics, compact disc (CD) players, jobs, and microwaves. For example, in choosing between restaurants, alternative A consisted of a $50 dinner for two with a 10-min wait, and alternative B consisted of a $30 dinner for two with a 45-min wait. When the context favored A, contextual choice pairs included the possibility of a $65 dinner and a $25 dinner, extending the range on Dimension 1. When the context favored B, contextual choice pairs included the possibility of a 5-min and a 55-min wait, extending the range on Dimension 2. The alternatives were displayed in a matrix in which the two columns corresponded to the two choice alternatives, and the two rows corresponded to the relevant attributes. (The stimulus materials used in Experiments 1-3 are presented in Tables Al and A2 in the Appendix.)
Procedure. Presentation of information and recording of responses were carried out by means of microcomputers. Instructions explained that the participant would be choosing between pairs of alternatives in several domains. An example of a typical display was presented, along with instructions on how to read the information within the display. The 16 choice sets corresponding to the 16 domains were presented in random order. For each set, the domain and attributes were presented first on a separate screen. The participant then pressed a key to begin the set of three trials for that domain. The first two trials presented contextual pairs, and the target pair was presented on the third trial. The computer randomized which alternative appeared on the left or right column. Participants indicated their choice by pressing 1 or 2, which corresponded to the labels of the alternatives.
After making 48 choices, the participants were asked to make importance ratings for each of the 16 choice domains. The display of the domain and attributes was presented with no alternative information. Participants indicated which of the two attributes was most important to them and then how much more important that attribute was on a 9-point scale (1 = not very much more important, 9 = very much more important). This rating procedure required that participants directly weigh the relative importance of the two dimensions rather than consider them separately.
Results
Tests for context effects on choice. For the 10 relevant sets, the number of times the participant chose alternative B on the target and contextual trials was calculated, along with the mean importance rating assigned to the dimension favoring alternative B. The means for these dependent measures and the results of t tests carried out on them are shown in Table 1 . Context significantly altered choice on the target trial. Alternative B was chosen 43% of the time when the context favored A and 51% when the context favored B. Context also significantly altered choice on the contextual trials, but in the opposite direction. Alternative C 2 was chosen approximately 80% of the time when the context favored A and only 23% of the time when the context favored B. Finally, context significantly affected mean Another way to look at the pattern of results is to examine the correlations between the independent variable-contextand the four dependent variables. This correlation matrix is presented In Table 2 . The first column reflects the results just reported, with context significantly correlated with the importance weight and choices on contextual and target trials. The remaining correlations represented the interrelations among the dependent variables. Only two of these correlations were not significant: those corresponding to the correlation between choice on the target trial and choice on each of the contextual trials.
Path modeling. A set of path analyses was conducted on the correlation matrix of Table 2 to test the different models shown in Figure 3 ; the analyses were conducted using the maximum likelihood estimation procedures from EZPATH (Steiger, 1989) . Figure 4 presents the path model with the best fit. All path coefficients shown in the model were significant, and no additional path coefficients could be added to significantly decrease the maximum likelihood chi-square statistic. The model included the positive path from the weighting variable to choice on the target trial, which supports the validity of the weighting measure. The negative paths from context to choice on contextual trials were anticipated from the nature of the manipulation. There are three paths not shown in Figure 3 . Two of these represented positive paths from weight to choice on contextual trials, which simply indicate that greater weight of Dimension 1 favors alternative C 2 . The third was a positive path from choice on the first trial to choice on the second trial. Given the structural similarity between alternatives on these trials, the addition of this path seemed reasonable. The path model shown in Figure 4 is not consistent with either weight-change or response-equalization models, but it is consistent with value-shift and value-added models. First consider the weight-change model. The positive paths between weight and choices on the target and context trials indicates that the higher the rated importance of the attribute favoring B, the more likely participants were to choose B. This relationship helps to establish the validity of the weighting measure. Although weight positively correlated with choice on the target trial, it negatively correlated with context. Thus, the path modeling indicates that the mediating effect of weight on choice is in the opposite direction predicted by the weight-change model.
The model also provides no support for the responseequalization hypothesis. Although the contextual manipulation strongly influences choice on the contextual trials in a manner consistent with the response-equalization model, there is no direct path from choices on contextual trials to choice on the target trial. Thus, the path model indicates that the effects of the contextual manipulation on the target-trial choice is not contingent on responses made to contextual stimuli. Finally, the occurrence of a direct path between context and choice on the target trial is consistent with both the value-shift and value-added models.
Discussion
The results of Experiment 1 provide evidence against both weight-change and response-equalization models of tradeoff contrast. The positive correlations between importance ratings and choices support the validity of those ratings as a measure of attribute weight. However, the contextual manipulation led to a reduction in the rated importance for the dimension favoring the targeted alternative rather than the increase predicted by the weight-change model. Thus, the net effect of the contextual shift in importance was to work against the observed trade-off contrast effect. The increase in weight for the range-extended dimension replicates previous research (Fischer, 1995; Goldstein, 1990; von Nitzsch & Weber, 1993) . One might argue that the observed relationship between rated importance and the contextual manipulation was due to participants' recalling their choices and giving greater importance to the dimension favored by the majority of choices. However, this same relationship between weight and range has been found when no choices have been made by participants (Fischer, 1995; Wedell & Pettibone, 1996) . Experiment 1 differed from the previous studies in that those studies were not designed to evaluate how weight varied in the trade-off contrast paradigm. The results of Experiment 1 replicate the positive relationship between weight and range extension found previously, providing evidence contrary to the weight-change explanation of trade-off contrast.
That the relationship between context and target-trial choice required no mediating path through responses to contextual trials argued against the response-equalization hypothesis. Instead, the negative correlations between responses on contextual trials and responses on the target trial, although not significant, were modeled as spurious correlations.
The path model of Figure 4 supports both the value-shift and value-added models in that trade-off contrast effects were not mediated by either importance weights or responses to prior contextual trials. According to these models the direct path between the experimental variable and choice on the target trial indicates either that subjective values were affected by the range manipulation or that perceived dominance relations added value to the targeted alternative.
Experiment 2: Process-Tracing Measures
In Experiment 1 the correlational structure between dependent measures was used to test between models of trade-off contrast. Experiment 2 tested the replicability of the pattern obtained in Experiment 1. In addition, Experiment 2 included process-tracing measures in an attempt to distinguish among models. Thus, participants performed the same task as in Experiment 1 but used a mouse device to uncover information for viewing so that looking time and frequency of looks at the four relevant pieces of information could be recorded.
The test of the models required that looking time and number of looks be operationally linked to theoretical constructs such as weight. Wedell and Senter (1997) have demonstrated a clear link between looking measures and weight in both single-stimulus judgment and pairwise choice tasks. Participants in that study were asked either to judge the success of students in a given major or to choose which of two students would be more successful in that major. Students were described by verbal and math aptitude scores, and the major either emphasized verbal scores (e.g., an English major) or math scores (e.g., an engineering major). In both choice and judgment, the change in the focus of the task resulted in a strong change in weights inferred from responses, with verbal scores receiving much greater relative weight than math scores in the English-major prediction task than in the engineering prediction task. Furthermore, the dimension receiving the greater weight also received the greater looking time and frequency of looks in both judgment and choice. Finally, individual differences in weight were well predicted by individual differences in looking time.
Assuming a positive correspondence between weight and looking measures, the weight-change model predicts greater looking time and frequency of access for information along the narrow dimension during the target trial. Note that if the importance ratings reflect weight, then the dimension receiving the higher importance rating should attract greater looking time. A positive correlation between the reports of relative importance and the relative looking time for the dimensional information would provide additional validation for both measures. Such a correspondence would also provide additional evidence against the weight-change model, because the importance ratings provided evidence that the wider dimension received greater weight, contrary to the weight-change model.
It is more difficult to generate a prediction for looking time from the value-shift model. Weight has been associated with greater cognitive processing and therefore with greater looking time, but the valuation process has not been explicitly tied to looking tune. One way to do so, however, is to consider the difficulty of the valuation process. Range manipulations have been found to lead to greater errors in identification of the same stimuli in an absolute identification task (Gravetter & Lockhead, 1973; Lockhead & Hinson, 1986) . Explanations of these effects typically assume that one component of error is based on the location of category thresholds, which are dependent on the stimulus range. Similar effects have also been reported for category ratings (Parducci & Perrett, 1971) . There is ample evidence that more difficult discriminations result in longer latencies (e.g., Petrusic, 1992) . Therefore, a value-shift model based on valuing stimuli relative to the attribute range would predict greater looking time for the wider dimension. Note that this is just the opposite prediction than that generated for the weight-change model.
Process-tracing predictions are even more difficult to generate for the remaining two models. The responseequalization model operates at response selection and hence is difficult to tie to stimulus information. The value-added model assumes comparisons to alternatives from previous trials that are held in memory. This type of comparison is difficult to pin down to information presented on the screen.
Method
Participants and design. Participants were 98 students from the University of South Carolina who received class credit for participating. Each participant made three binary choices in each of 16 domains (8 domains constituting Set 1, and 8 domains constituting Set 2). For each set, the major independent variable, context, was manipulated between subjects at two levels (context favors A or B). However, across sets, context was manipulated within subjects. Thus, for half of the participants, alternative A was favored in Set 1, and alternative B in Set 2; and for the other half, the reverse was true. This design provided essentially two replicates (Sets 1 and 2) of the between-subjects contextual manipulation of Experiment 1. Dependent variables were (a) choices on each of two contextual trials, (b) choice on the target trial, (c) rating of the relative importance of the attributes within each choice domain, (d) looking time for each attribute by alternative region, and (e) number of looks at each region.
Stimulus sets. Set 1 consisted of 8 of the 10 experimental sets in which context was manipulated in Experiment 1. Set 2 consisted of 2 of the previously manipulated sets and 6 new sets. The choice domains for Set 1 were renting an apartment, buying a computer, buying a car, going to a restaurant, buying a plane ticket, choosing a boat, hiring a mechanic, and buying a CD player. The choice domains for Set 2 were choosing between job offers, buying a house, buying an electric keyboard, buying a mini-LCD TV, choosing a preschool, buying a microwave, buying a parking space, and buying a video camera.
Procedure. The procedure was very similar to that of Experiment 1 except that a process-tracing procedure was implemented. Attribute values were hidden in four boxes on the screen. The decision maker would open a box by moving the mouse cursor into that region. When the mouse cursor left the region, the box would close. Boxes could be opened and closed as many times as the participant wished. To record a response, the participant moved the mouse cursor above the desired option and clicked either mouse button. A practice session acquainted the participant with the use of the mouse.
Results
Tests for context effects on choice. Table 3 presents the choice proportions and mean dimensional importance ratings for Sets 1 and 2. The results replicated those of Experiment 1 except that the contextual manipulation did not significantly affect choice on the target trial for Set 1. Once again, significantly greater subjective weight was attributed to the dimension on which the favored alternative was poorest, which is inconsistent with the weight-change hypothesis.
Process-tracing measures. The looking-time data are presented separately for Sets 1 and 2 in Table 4 . The looking times for each set were analyzed within a three-way repeated measures analysis of variance (ANOVA), with dimension and alternative constituting within-subjects variables and context constituting the between-subjects variable. Both ANOVAs revealed a significant main effect of dimension, Fs(l, 96) = 12.0 and 8.8, respectively, ps < .01. In both cases, this effect reflected greater looking time on Dimension 1. Because Dimension 1 was always topmost on the screen, this main effect may have simply reflected a tendency to look longer at the information examined first. Under the assumption of greater looking time corresponding to greater weight, the weight-change hypothesis predicted relatively greater looking time for Dimension 1 when the context favors B. This interaction was significant for Set 2, Difference .563*** .662*** -.148*** 2.290*** Note. N = 98. ***/? < .001. F(l, 96) = 9.0, p < .01, which was the set for which a significant context effect was obtained. Looking times were nearly identical for Dimensions 1 and 2 when the decoy favored A, but they were more than 400 ms greater for Dimension 1 when the decoy favored B. This interaction pattern was in the opposite direction, although not significant (.10 > p > .05), for Set 1. Table 5 presents the frequency of looks at information separately for Sets 1 and 2. Three-way repeated measures ANOVAs were used to analyze the data for each set. The Dimension X Context interaction was significant for both sets, but in opposite directions. For Set 1, Dimension 1 was examined relatively more often when context favored A, F(\, 96) = 9.1, p < .01, but for Set 2, Dimension 1 was examined relatively more often when context favored B, F(l, 96) = 12.2, p < .001. These mixed results are difficult to interpret. One might argue that the results for Set 2 are most relevant, because this set had a significant contextual effect for choice on the target trial. On the other hand, it should be remembered that the participants in Set-1-contextfavors-A are the same as those in Set-2-context-favors-B. The pattern of looking times and fixations are similar for these participants in the two conditions, suggestive of a possible carry-over effect.
Path modeling. The correlation matrices for Sets 1 and 2 are presented in Table 6 . These correlations provide an opportunity to determine whether the pattern found in Experiment 1 is sustained. Separate path analyses were conducted for Sets 1 and 2 by using the same five variables analyzed in Experiment 1. The path model determined for Experiment 1 and shown in Figure 4 was fit to each set in a confirmatory analysis. In each case, the path model of Experiment 1 provided an adequate fit to the data set (p > .05). The path coefficients had the same valence as in Experiment 1. All path coefficients were significant for Set 1. The only nonsignificant path for Set 2 was the direct connection between rated weight and choice on the second trial. Thus, the conceptual relationships described in the path model of Experiment 1 replicated twice in Experiment 2. Because the correlations between the process measures and relevant experimental variables differed across the two sets, the path models that included the processing pattern information were inconsistent across the two sets.
Discussion
One aim of Experiment 2 was to provide replications of the pattern of results from Experiment 1. Experiment 2 generally replicated Experiment 1 for the five variables common to the two experiments. The path model developed from Experiment 1 adequately fit both sets of data from Experiment 2. Once again, the measure of rated importance was found to have the opposite relationship to context than predicted by the weight-change model. The significant positive path coefficients between this measure and the choice measures provide some validation that rated importance is measuring weight. The lack of any significant direct paths from the choice on contextual trials to choice on the target trial indicates no support for the response-equalization hypothesis. Finally, the significant direct path between context and choice on the target trial may be interpreted as providing support for either value-shift or value-added models.
The second aim of Experiment 2 was to determine whether on-line process measures might provide additional tests of the weight-change hypothesis. On the basis of previous research (Wedell & Senter, 1997) , it was hypothesized that greater weight would be reflected in greater looking time and frequency of acquisition. This assumption then led to the prediction from the weight-change model that when the context favored B, there would be relatively greater looking time and number of looks at information on B's favored dimension, Dimension 1. This relationship was obtained for one set of data, but the opposite relationship was obtained for the other set. Correlational patterns for the process measures in the two sets were also inconsistent.
Experiment 3: A Test of the Role of Dominance
The primary focus of Experiment 3 was to provide a test between value-shift and value-added models of trade-off contrast. According to the value-shift model, extending the range on a given dimension results in the same objective difference on that dimension being coded as a smaller difference in value (see Equation 4). By reducing the difference in the attractiveness value on an alternative's poorer dimension, its attractiveness advantage on the other dimension becomes relatively greater, leading to an increase in choosing that alternative.
The value-added model asserts that rather than the attractiveness of alternative values along a dimension being affected by context, relationships between an alternative and contextual alternatives may enhance or detract from an alternative's overall value. In particular, a dominating relationship should enhance the value of the alternative, because it is clearly better than the dominated alternative. However, a dominated relationship should detract from the value of the alternative because it is clearly worse than the dominating alternative. Dominance is not a property of the isolated values but rather is a relationship between the values of different alternatives.
Assuming that dominance is the primary source for adding value in this instance, a clear implication of the value-added model is that if the asymmetric dominance relationship of the target and contextual alternatives is removed, the context effect should also disappear. In Experiments 1 and 2, the locations of the contextual alternatives were as shown in Figure 1 , resulting in the favored alternative dominating two contextual alternatives and the unfavored alternative being dominated by two contextual alternatives. In Experiment 3, the locations of the contextual stimuli were changed so that alternatives on the target trial were both dominated by two contextual alternatives and dominated no contextual alternatives. This was achieved by shifting the values of the contextual stimuli up on each dimension by a constant amount. This shift resulted in a similar degree of range extension found in Experiments 1 and 2 but without the asymmetric dominance. If strong contextual effects are still observed under these conditions, they cannot be attributed to an asymmetric dominance relationship.
A secondary purpose of Experiment 3 was to gather additional process-tracing measures to determine whether stable effects of the contextual manipulation could be observed on these measures. Once again, the focus for these measures was on the relationship between looking time and weight.
Method
Participants were 143 undergraduates from the University of South Carolina who received course credit for their participation.
The design was the same as that used in Experiment 2 except that the stimulus sets were constructed so that each alternative on the target trial was dominated by two alternatives from the previous two trials.
The target alternatives A and B were left unchanged. Contextual stimuli were altered so that on each contextual trial, one stimulus (CO dominated alternative A of the target trial and one stimulus (C 2 ) dominated alternative B of the target trial. This was achieved by increasing (or decreasing for negatively defined dimensions such as price) the values of contextual stimuli by a constant on a given dimension. (The values for these contextual alternatives are shown in Tables Al and A2 of the Appendix.) In all other respects, the procedure was exactly the same as that of Experiment 2.
Results
Tests for context effects on choice. Table 7 presents the choice proportions and mean dimensional importance ratings for Sets 1 and 2. The results replicated those of Experiment 2 except that the contextual manipulation significantly affected choice on the target trial for both Sets 1 and 2. The significantly greater subjective weight attributed to the dimension on which the favored alternative was poorest was once again inconsistent with the weight-change hypothesis. That strong and significant contextual effects were found on the target trial when the contextual alternatives dominated both targets indicates that dominance valuing is no't the critical process producing trade-off contrast effects.
Process-tracing measures. Three-way repeated measures ANOVAs were conducted on the looking-time and number-of-looks data for each set. All four of these analyses produced a main effect of dimension (ps < .001), reflecting the greater time spent and the greater number of looks given to the first dimension. This is presumably an artifact of the display, in which the first dimension was always the top line of information. Unlike Experiment 2 in which three of the four Dimension X Context interactions were significant, there were no significant interactions between dimension and context in Experiment 3. The only significant interactions involving context were the Context X Alternative interactions for frequency of looks in both Sets 1 and 2 (ps < .05). For both sets, the relative number of looks given to an alternative increased when that alternative was favored by the context. This interaction was not significant in any of the analyses of Experiment 2.
Path modeling. Table 8 presents the correlation matrices that served as the basis for path modeling. The patterns of correlations for the first five variables were similar to those found in Experiments 1 and 2. The same path model described in Figure 4 was fit to these data. For both Sets 1 and 2, the model fit, x 2 (2, N = 98) = 3.35, p = .19 and x 2 (2, W=98) = 0.81, p -.66, respectively. All paths were significant atp < .05. Note that given the low values of the chi-squares, it is not possible to add a path that would significantly increase the fit of the model. Thus, Experiment 3 provides a third and fourth confirmation of the basic model shown in Figure 4 . This model is inconsistent with weightchange and response-equalization models of trade-off contrast.
Unlike the correlations of Experiment 2, the dimensionwise process measures in Experiment 3 did not significantly correlate with context. Indeed, of the 11 correlations involving these measures, only 3 were statistically significant in Set 1 and 2 were statistically significant in Set 2.
Discussion
The major finding of Experiment 3 was that trade-off contrast effects remain strong even when asymmetric dominance relationships between contextual alternatives and target alternatives are removed. This result is consistent with a value-shift interpretation of the effects of widening the range of variation along a dimension in a pairwise choice task. According to this model, the difference in the attractiveness values of target alternatives was reduced when the range was widened, thus favoring the alternative with the higher attractiveness on the other dimension. The value-shift model has also been clearly supported by work that used ratings of attractiveness of alternatives presented one at a time rather than choice between pairs of alternatives (Mellers & Cooke, 1994) . Although asymmetric dominance may add to the effect of the range manipulation, results of Experiment 3 indicate that it is clearly not necessary for the effect to occur.
The process-tracing results of Experiment 3 are inconsistent with those of Experiment 2 and show little relation to relevant measures. As such the process-tracing approach does not contribute to the understanding of choice behavior in the current experimental paradigm. The inconsistent results for the process-tracing measures are curious given the very robust positive relationship between weighting and looking-time measures found by Wedell and Senter (1997) . One explanation of this difference is based on a major methodological difference between the two sets of studies. In Experiments 2 and 3, 16 different domains were used, with only 3 trials per domain. In the Wedell and Senter (1997) choice experiments, a single domain was used, with results based on between 100 and 200 trials. It is reasonable to assume that during early trials, participants' looking behavior reflects the process of getting familiar with the choice domain, range of values, and the nature of alterna- lives. Looking behavior related to these processes may then obscure the relationship between weight and looking behavior that emerges when averaging across a large number of trials.
General Discussion
One of the most interesting and conflict-filled facets of choice involves the trade-offs one must make (Einhorn & Hogarth, 1981) . The research presented here replicates previous results that indicated the important role of context in making such trade-offs (Mellers & Cooke, 1994 Simonson & Tversky, 1992) . It extends that research by outlining four plausible models by which trade-off contrast effects could operate and providing tests between these models. Consistent with research on judgment (Mellers & Cooke, 1994) , the combined results of these three experiments support a value-shift interpretation of trade-off contrast. The values presented on previous choice trials are used as a basis of comparison for evaluating current alternatives. Consistent with Parducci's (1965 Parducci's ( , 1983 range-frequency theory, extending the range of values on a dimension is assumed to reduce the subjective differences for any given pair of values along that dimension.
These results may be added to a growing body of research that indicates context can often affect the implicit scaling of dimensional values, which are later combined (Wedell, 1994) or used in comparative processes (Marks, 1991 (Marks, ,1992 Mellers, 1983 Mellers, , 1986 Sailor & Pineda, 1993; Wedell, 1995 Wedell, , 1996 . Although there is now substantial evidence for contextually based implicit scaling of values for use in cognitive operations, it should not be assumed that this type of contextual valuation will always occur in these cases. For example, Mellers and Birnbaum (1983) found no evidence that hypothetical test scores were contextually valued prior to being combined for judgments of performance, although they did find large contextual effects on the combined values of the test scores. Similarly, Wedell (1994) found evidence of individual differences in whether trait adjectives were contextually valued prior to being combined or after they were combined in an impression formation task. In judgments of differences, Mellers and Birnbaum (1982) found evidence that judgments of differences between simultaneously presented dot patterns were not contextually based. Wedell (1996) replicated this finding but also showed that introducing a short delay between presentation of members of a pair of dot patterns to be judged or having participants rate the dot patterns in a prior task resulted in dissimilarity judgments based on contextually altered implicit scale values. Mellers and Birnbaum (1982) have also shown that cross-modality matching is based on comparison of contextdependent values. Although complex, a picture is emerging concerning when context will affect implicit values on which other processes such as dissimilarity judgments or choices are based. In particular, when task or stimulus factors encourage the decision maker to construct values for stimuli rather than simply retrieve preexisting values, the constructed values are likely to be context dependent. More work is needed, but the emerging picture is that context can have pervasive effects on values used in other cognitive operations.
Three more general aspects of the research presented here are of particular note. First, the research focus was heavily dependent on structural equations modeling or path analysis. This technique requires the measurement of multiple dependent variables. By examining how these measures interrelate, it is possible to test between models that predict the same pattern of effects for a single dependent variable, such as choice on a target trial. Path modeling has generally been used for correlational studies. However, experimental studies with multiple dependent measures, such as the ones presented here, may also be subjected to path modeling. The major advantage is that path modeling presents a powerful tool for representing and testing different theoretical models of a given effect.
Second, this research used multiple types of measures. These included subjective ratings, prior choices, and processtracing measures. Not all of these measures were successful in providing insights into the models being tested. In particular, the mixed results of the process measures were difficult to interpret. A failure to examine the choice process from multiple perspectives, however, makes it difficult to test between competing explanations of effects on choice.
Finally, this research used multiple sets of stimuli and included multiple replications. The rather low stability of context effects for a given stimulus set is rather disconcerting. For example, the stimulus sets for which large context effects were found in Experiment 1 produced small context effects in Experiment 2. Those that produced the largest effects in Experiment 2 produced the smallest effects in Experiment 3. When choice domains were averaged across, the effects of context were very stable. This can be noted in the replicated pattern of correlations for the five primary variables, which were fit by the same path model five different times. These results, however, call into question effects observed when just one or a few choice sets are used. The use of a limited number of choice domains implies a stability of effects for a given domain that was not evident in the three experiments presented here. Thus, it seems important that future research on context effects in choice use a wide variety of choice sets. 
